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1. INTRODUCTION 
Differential algebraic equations (DAEs) play an increasingly important role in the modelling, 
simulation, and optimization of applied problems. In circuit simulation and in further fields of 
application, large DAE systems are composed via automatic generation. Although a wealth of 
physical knowledge has been implemented in the corresponding programs, the generated model 
may have higher index and, consequently, a direct numerical simulation without index reduction 
will not be possible or will provide a bad or even wrong result, respectively. Hence, a prophylactic 
or simulation attendant index monitoring is desirable. 
Application problems are typically nonsmooth in the coefficients. For this reason, but also 
due to the large dimensions, it is often impossible to perform an index determination via the 
formation of a derivative array (cf. [1,2]) or a prolongation [3]. 
Unfortunately, the so-called structural index [4], which can be easily computed by means of the 
Pantelides algorithm and, thus, is widely used in practice, turned out to be inappropriate ven 
for the characterization of linear DAEs with constant coefficients. This structural index does not 
cover the Kronecker index appropriately, it might be considerably larger as well as smaller. Not 
even the index 1 property is reliably reflected. 
In [5] an index criterion for linear standard form DAEs is formulated by means of a matrix 
function sequence and special projectors. This tractabil ity index does not require any derivative 
arrays. In [5] it is further suggested to give an index notion for nonlinear DAEs via linearization, 
however, without putting it into practice. Recently, the concept of the tractabil ity index was 
applied to develop an innovative index-monitor for circuit simulation [6]. 
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Linear and nonlinear DAEs with properly stated leading terms are introduced in [7-9]. A linear 
DAE with properly stated leading term 
A(t)(D(t)x(t))' + B(t)x(t) = q(t), 
with rectangular matrices A(t), D(t), contains more information than a linear standard form 
DAE 
c(t)x'(t)  + F(t)x(t) = q(t). 
Namely, it is precisely figured out which solution components are really involved with their 
derivatives. This additional piece of information seems to be quite easily available in applications 
like circuit simulation (cf. [10,11]). A priori, a more precise model would be useful in theory and 
computations. 
After introducing the tractability index for linear DAEs with properly stated leading terms 
in [12], we now take up again the idea to define an index for nonlinear DAEs 
A(x(t), t)(D(Ox(t)) '  + b(x(t), t) = 0 
in such a way that all admissible linearizations have the same index. This opens up a way to index 
criteria and index monitors without derivative arrays. In particular, we thus obtain necessary 
criteria that can be realized in a relatively simple way. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we compile fundamentals and conventions, 
in particular on properly stated leading terms and linearizations. This is followed by short 
discussions on nonlinear DAEs with tractability index 1 in Section 3 and discussions on linear 
DAEs with arbitrary index in Section 4. We go back to [9] and [12] as sources and complete them 
by Theorem 3.4 on linearizations of index-1 DAEs and Theorem 4.4. on local matrix pencils of 
linear variable coefficient DAEs. 
Finally, Section 5 provides new index criteria for nonlinear DAEs. As intended, Theorem 5.4 
confirms all admissible linearizations of a nonlinear DAE with tractability index /z to have 
tractability index # too, and, moreover, certain further uniform characteristics. These uniform 
characteristics are closely related to constant rank conditions, which are important here. 
Further necessary index # criteria are given, in particular those concerning the local matrix 
pencils. 
2. FUNDAMENTALS AND CONVENTIONS 
In this paper we deal with DAEs 
A(x(t), t)(D(t)x(t))' + b(x(t),t) = O, (2.1) 
where A(x, t) • L(R", Rm), D(t) • L(R m, Rn), b(x,t) e R m, for x • Z), t e 2-, are  given 
coefficients, 7) C_ R m is open and Z C_ R is an interval. The coefficients A(x,t), b(x,t) depend 
continuously on their arguments and there are continuous partial derivatives Ax(x, t), bx(x, t). 
The coefficient D(t) is continuously differentiable. The leading term in (2.1) is supposed to be 
properly stated (e.g., [7-9]), i.e., the decomposition 
ker A(x, t) ~ Im D(t) = Rn, x E 7), t C Z, (2.2) 
is valid and there exists a continuously differentiable projector function R : :Z ~ L(R n) such 
that, for all x E :D, t e Z, the relations R(t) = R(t) 2, ImR(t)  = ImD(t) ,  kerA(x,t) = kerR(t) 
hold true. Notice that, due to the smoothness of R, both subspaces in (2.2) must have constant 
dimensions and the matrices A(x, t) and D(t) have a common constant rank. Moreover, ker A(x, t) 
is independent of x, and A(x, t) = A(x, t)R(t) holds for all x E :D, t e 2:. 
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Let D(t)- • L(R ~, R "~) denote a generalized inverse of D(t) such that, for t • Z, the conditions 
(cf., e.g., [13,141) 
D(t)-D(t)D(t)-  -- D(t)-, D(t)D(t)-D(t) = D(t), D(t)D(t)- = R(t) 
are satisfied. D(t)- is assumed to be eontinuously differentiable as D(t) is so. Let us mention here 
that if we added a fourth condition, e.g., D(t)-D(t) = (D(t)-D(t))* (the superscript * indicates 
the transpose), we would obtain a uniquely determined generalized inverse D(t)-.  However, we 
do not use this possibility for the sake of more computational f exibility. 
Below, the matrices 
Go(x, t) := A(x, t)D(t), (2.3) 
Bo(y, x, t) := b~(x, t) + ( A(x, t)y)~, (2.4) 
which axe constructed pointwise for x • :D, t E 2;, y • R", shall serve as the basic data for 
creating index criteria. The identity 
Bo(y,x,t) - Bo(R(t)y,x,t) 
is given a priori. Due to (2.2) it holds that (cf. [7]) 
ker Go (x, t) = ker D(t) =: No (t), t • 27. 
By means of 
Po(t) := D(t)-D(t), Qo(t) := I -  P0(t), t • 27, 
we introduce two further continuously differentiable projector funetions Po, Q0 : 2" -o L(Rm). 
Clearly, it results that ImQ0(t)  = No(t), t • 27. 
Obviously, the matrices Go(x, t) and B0(y, x, t) depend eontinuously on their arguments and 
so does the following matrix: 
Gl(y,x,t) := Go(x,t) + Bo(y,x,t)Qo(t), (2.5) 
which is constructed from (2.3),(2.4) exelusively and which will play a role in the index criteria 
below. 
Notice that  G1 (y, x, t) = G1 (R(t)y, x, t) by construction. 
The following simple example provides insight into the relationship between DAEs (2.1) with 
properly stated leading terms considered here and DAEs in standard form (e.g., [1,2]). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. For given continuous functions c~,/5 : 2: ~ R, a(t) positive on 27, the special 
DAE (2.1) 
(xl(t) + x2(t))' -- a(t) = 0, (2.6) 
xl(t)(xl(t) + x2(t))' -- fl(t) = 0, 
has the solution 
//o x~(t) + x~(t) = x~(to) + ~(to) + ~(~) d~, 
xl(t)  = ~(t) '  t c z ,  
where to • 27. Here we have m = 2, n = 1, T~ = R 2, D(t) = (1 1), R = 1, 
X 1 X l  Xl  (; (1 1 ) 
\~(t )  ' Bo(y ,~, t )= , a~(~,x , t )= ~:~ x~-y  " 
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Since the special matrix Gl(y,x , t )  is nonsingular on R + x 1{ 2 x 2", 1{+ := {y • R : y > 0}, this 
DAE has tractability index 1 on R + x R 2 × 2" ([9] and Section 3 below). Let 
J,~o(t) := {x • 1:): b(x,t) • ImA(x , t )}  = {x E R2: a(t)xl  = fl(t)} 
denote the constraint set which the solution values at time t have to belong to. To each given pair 
to E 2:, x0 E A4(t0) there is a uniquely determined Y0 E R such that A(xo,to)Yo + b(xo, to) = O, 
Yo = R(to)Yo, i.e., Yo = a(to). According to the solvability statements in [9] there is exactly one 
solution x(.) passing through x(to) : Xo, (Dx)'(to) = Yo. Clearly, in the above reasoning, the 
solutions are continuous functions that have a continuously differentiable sum xl(t) + x2(t) = 
D(t)x(t). The single components xl (t) and x2(t) are not necessarily continuously differentiable. 
In contrast o that, the standard DAE theory is bound to more smoothness. Solutions hould be 
at least continuously differentiable (in all components). The standard form DAE corresponding 
to (2.6) reads Go(x(t), t)x'(t) + b(x(t), t) = O, i.e., 
( 1 1 )x , ( t ) _ (a ( t )~ 
xl(t) xl(t) \j3(t) ) = 0. (2.7) 
To form the derivative array system for realizing differentiation i dex 1 one has to assume addi- 
tionally that a, 1~ • 01(2 ", R). Then the above solutions are continuously differentiable indeed. 
In this paper, a continuous function x. : I .  --* R"  with values in D, 2;. C_ 2:, 2;. # ¢, is 
said to be a solution of the DAE (2.1) if D(t)x.(t) is continuously differentiable in t on 2-. and 
equation (2.1) is satisfied pointwise for t E 2".. Hence, we are led to the function space 
C~)(I.) := {x 6 C (2-.,R m) : Dx 6 C ~ (2-.,R")}. (2.8) 
Our main aim is to find index criteria for the DAE (2.1) in terms of the original data Go(x, t), 
Bo(y, x, t) without using higher derivatives. This shall be done in such a way that all linear DAEs 
arising from (2.1) by linearization have the same index as the DAE (2.1) itself. For this purpose 
let us take a closer look at linearizations. Let x.  E C*D(Z. ) with x.(t)  E 9, t e Z,, be fixed. 
Using variations z := x - x.  6 C~(Z.) we expand, for t E 2., 
A(x(t), t) = A(x.(t) ,  t) + Ax(x.(t) ,  t)z(t) + o(z(t)), 
b(x(t), t) = b(x.(t), t) + bx(x.(t), t)z(t) + o(z(t)), 
D(t)x(t) = D(t)x.(t)  + D(t)z(t). 
Inserting this into (2.1) and neglecting the terms o(z(t)) leads to 
A.(t)(D(t)z(t)) '  + B.(t)z(t) = -A(x , ( t ) , t ) (D( t )x . ( t ) ) '  - b(x.(t),t),  (2.9) 
with 
A.(t)  := A(x.(t) , t) ,  
B.(t)  := Bo((D(t)x.(t)) ' ,x.(t) , t ) ,  
(2.10) 
t ~ 2-,. (2.11) 
Equation (2.9) is a linear DAE with respect to the variation z. The leading term of the DAE (2.9) 
is properly stated as a consequence of the corresponding property of the original DAE (2.1). Both 
equation (2.9) but also 
A.(t)(D(t)z(t)) '  + B.(t)z(t)  = q(t) (2.12) 
are said to be linearizations of the DAE (2.1) along x..  In general, for different functions x. the 
linearizations (2.12) may behave quite differently. They may have different index, lack regularity, 
and suffer from index changes (cf. Examples 2.2 and 3.5 below). 
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Throughout this paper, Q := :Dy x Dx C_ R" x R"  denotes an open set such that :D~ c_ :D, 
/)y N ImD(t) # ¢, for t E 27. We say that the function x. • C~(Z.), 27. c_ 27 has values in Q if 
x.(t) E :D~, R(t)(Dx.)'(t) • :Du, for t • 2:.. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Continue considering the DAE (2.6), which has tractability index 1 on 9 x 27, 
:Dy = R +, :D~ = R 2. For x.l(t) := Cl, x.2(t) := c2 +dr, t • 27, with fixed c • R 2, d • R, it results 
that 
A . ( t )=  (1 )  B , ( t )=  (0  ~)  
Cl 
and the DAE (2.12) linearized along x. is 
(z,(t) + z2(t))' = ql(t) ,  
cx(zl(t)  + z2(t))' + dz l ( t )  = q2(t). 
(2.13) 
This linear DAE has index 1 for all (c, d) • ~, as expected. If we choose d = 0, the linear 
DAE (2.13) will lose its regularity. 
As we have seen in the Examples 2.1 and 2.2, the matrix Gl(y,x,t)  may serve as an index-1 
indicator. Further matrix functions are hoped to serve as criteria for higher index. 
REMARK 2.3. With the map F : ~F C C l (~. )  ~ e(~. ,Rm),  ~)F :-~ {x • C~(~.) : x(t) • 
:D,t • 27.}, 7:. C_ 27 compact, Fx := A(x(.), .)(Dx)'(.) + b(x(.), .), x • T)F, DAE (2.1) may be 
represented as an operator equation Fx = O. 
Equipped with a natural norm, C~(I . )  becomes a Banach space. As usual, one can realize 
that F is b'~chet differentiable and the DAE (2.12) linearized along x. is nothing else but the 
equation F'(x.)z = q. 
In this context, defining properties of nonlinear operators via linearizations i  common. 
We finish this section by mentioning that the DAE (2.1) may be rewritten as a standard form 
DAE 
Go(x(t), t)x'(t) + b(x(t), t) + A(x(t), t)D'(t)x(t) = 0, (2.14) 
supposed that the solutions are smooth enough (cf. Example 2.2). 
3. NONL INEAR INDEX-1  DAES 
Nonlinear DAEs (2.1) with tractability index 1 are studied in [9] in a more general setting. In 
particular, solvability assertions are given. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The DAE (2.1) is regular with tractability index 1 on Q x Z if Gl(y,x,t) is 
nonsingular for (y, x, t) • Q x Z. 
REMARK 3.2. Definition 3.1 is equivalent to [9], Definition 2.2. Namely, GI(y, x, t) is a nonsin- 
gular matrix if the subspaces No(t) and 
So(y,x,t) := {z • R ~ : Bo(y,x,t)z • ImGo(x,t)} 
intersect transversaUy, and vice versa. 
REMARK 3.3. If Gl(p,x,t) is nonsingular, then the matrix pencil AGo(x,t)+ Bo(p,x,t)% 
G0(x, t)W is regular with Kronecker index 1 independently of the chosen matrix W E L(R m) 
(cf. [15, Theorem A.13]). Notice that the so-called local matrix pencil of the standard form 
DAE (2.14) is 
AGo(x, t) + Bo(y, z, t) + Go(x, t)D(t)-D'(t). 
Hence, if the DAE (2.1) has tractability index 1, then the standard form version (2.14) is uniformly 
index 1 in the sense of [1, Definition 3.2.1], supposed the higher derivatives demanded in [1] do 
exist. 
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THEOREM 3.4. I f  the nonlinear DAE (2.1) is regular with tractability index 1 on ~ x Z, then, 
for each fixed function x .  6 C~(Z.)  with values in Q,27. C_ Z, the linearization along x .  is regular 
with tractability index 1, and vice versa. 
PROOF. Let Gl (y ,x , t )  be nonsingular for (y ,x , t )  E ~ x Z. Take x .  E C~(27.) with values in 
G,Z. c_ Z, and form G.o(t) := A.( t )D(t ) ,  B.o(t) := B.( t ) ,  a . , ( t )  := G.o(t) + B.o(t)Oo(t) = 
G l (R( t ) (Dx . ) ' ( t ) ,  x . ( t ) ,  t), t E Z.. Since G. l ( t )  is nonsingular on 27., the linearization has index 1. 
To show the contrary, we assume all linearizations to have tractabi l i ty index 1. Take to E Z, 
yo E :Dy n Im D(to), xo E T~. and consider the function 
z . ( t )  := xo + (t - to)D(to)-{yo - D'(to)2o}, t C Z. 
Compute x.(to) = 2o, (Dx.) ' ( to)  = D'(to)xo + R(to){yo - D'(to)2o}, R(to)(Dx.) ' ( to)  
= R(to)Yo = Y0, and thus, there is an interval 27. C_ 27 so that x .  E C~(Z.)  has values in ~. 
But then Gl(yo, xo, to) = G.l(to) is nonsingular. | 
A rank change of Gl(y,  x, t) may indicate a singularity, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the DAE 
X'l(t) - 23(t)  = o, 
2~(t) (1 - ~( t ) )  - ~(t) = 0, (3.1) 
21(t)x2(t) + 23(t)(1 - 22(t)) - t -: 0, t E 27 := R, 
which can be put into the form (2.1) with n -- 1, m -- 3, D(t) -- (1 0 0), R = 1, 
(i) (i°i) (i) (i°i) A(x,  t) = , Go(x, t) = 0 , D( t ) -  = , Po(t) = 0 , 0 0 
( b(x, t) = x2(1 - x2) - 7(t) , G1 (y, x, t) = 1 - 2x2 0 . 
\2122+x3(1-x2) - t ]  x l -x3  l - x2  
7 : R ~ R is a small continuous function. Notice that, for 7(t) --- 0, the DAE (3.1) is given in [16, 
Example 9.2]. 
By inspection of det Gl(y ,x ,  t) = (1 -2x2) (1  -x2)  we realize this DAE to have tractabil ity 
index 1 on ~ x Z = R x :Dz x R, Dx = {x e R 3 : x2 ~ 1, x2 ¢ 1/2}. :Dz is split into three parts. 
The constraint set of the DAE (3.1) 
•0( t )  = {2  ER3:x2= ~ 1± 
decomposes into the two parts, M + (t) and Ad O (t). If ~t(t) - 1/4, which corresponds to x2 = 1/2, 
then ~4+(t) and Mo( t  ) coincide. Then, there are only the solutions x.2(t) - 1/2, x.3(t) --- 
-x . l ( t )  + 2t, x~.l(t) : x.3(t). The solvability statements proved in [9] apply to M0(t)  N T~,, 
fEZ .  
If 7(t) vanishes identically, then the DAE (3.1) has the only solutions 
1 2 2. , (0  -- ~t  + 2.~(o),  2.2(t) = 0, x.3(t)  = t, 
x. l ( t )  ~ t, m.2(t) ~- 1, x ,3(t )  ~ 1. 
and 
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The first solution lies in the region where the DAE has index 1. The linearization along the 
second solution has the coefficients 
The matrix 
A.( t )  = , D(t )=( lO  0), 
(! o :) 
B.(t )  = - . 
t -1  0 
0 0 - -1)  
G. l ( t )  = 0 -1  0 
1 t -1  0 
is singular, i.e., the DAE linearized along x. is no longer index-1 tractable. One can easily check 
the subspaces kerG.l(t)  and S. l ( t )  := {z e R'~: B.(t )Po(t)z  ~ ImG.l(t)} = {z ~ R3: zl = 0} 
to intersect transversally, and hence, the linearization along x. has tractability index 2 (cf. [7]). 
If 7(t) varies with t, 7(t-) = 1/4 leads to x2(t-) = 1/2 and 7(t-') = 0 yields x2(t-) = 0 or xz(t-) = 1. 
In the particular case of 7(t) = (1/4)sin 2t, two different solutions corresponding to
x2(t) = 1(1 + I costl) and z2(t) = 1(1 -  I costl) 
z~ 
pass through each point of 
that is, the rank change in the matrix GI(y, x, t) at x2 = 1/2 indicates bifurcations. 
On this background we interpret the DAE (3.1) as an index-1 system that has different kinds 
of singularities at points where G1 (y, x, t) undergoes rank drops. The matrix G1 (y, x, t) reflects 
the peculiarities of the DAE well. 
4. CHARACTERIZ ING L INEAR DAES 
The index of a linear DAE 
A(t)(D(t)x(t ) ) '  + B(t )x(t )  = q(t), t e Z, (4.1) 
with properly stated leading term is characterized by means of a matrix function sequence built 
up from the coefficients A, D, and B [12]. 
As in Section 2, we use 
Go := AD,  Bo := B,  G1 := Go + BoQo, 
as well as the projector functions R, Po, Q0 and the generalized inverse D- .  Here, all matrix 
functions depend on time t only. We drop the argument in this section. All definitions and 
relations are meant pointwise. 
For i >__ 1, we successively determine projector functions Qi, Pi such that Q2 = Qi, IraQi = 
ker Gi, Pi --- I - Qi, and further, matrix functions 
Bi := B i - IP~- I -  G iD-  (DPo . . .P~D- ) '  DPo " "P i -1 ,  
Gi+l := Gi q- B~Qi. 
(4.2) 
By construction it holds that rank Gi < rank Gi+l. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. (See [12].) The DAE (4.1) with properly stated leading term is said to be 
regular with tractability index # ff there is a matrix function sequence (4.2) such that 
(i) Gi has constant rank ri on Z, i >_ O, 
(ii) 
Q~Qj=O, for j=0 ,1  . . . . .  i - l ,  i> l ,  (4.3) 
(iii) Qi 6 C(Z, Rm), DPo. . .  P iD-  6 Cl(Z,~n), i _~> 0, 
(iv) r0 _< r l  <__"" __< rv- i  < m, rv = m. 
The tractability index is shown to be independent of the special choice of the projectors Qi. 
It remains invariant under regular transformations of the unknown function as well as under 
refactorizations of the leading term [12]. 
Rank changes of the matrix functions Gi and points where condition (4.3) fails indicate critical 
points. 
REMARK 4.2. A numerical algorithm to realize the matrix sequence (4.2) subject to condi- 
tion (4.3) is proposed in [17]. 
One might think that the derivatives (DPo.. .  P iD-) '  involved in (4.2) are higher derivatives 
of certain previous terms, but this is not the case. Behind sequence (4.2) with condition (4.3) 
there are advanced ecompositions of the continuously differentiable subspace Im D into further 
such subspaces, namely 
Im D = Im DPo = Im DPoP1 (9 Im DPoQ, . . . .  
= ImDPo. . .  Pi- IPi ~g ImDPo. .. Pi- IQi ~9 ImDPo. . . Pi-2Q~-I (4.4) 
~. . .  (9 Im DPoQ1. 
The terms DPoP1D-, DPoQID- are projector functions, too. DPoPID-  E C1(2 ", R n) implies 
DPoQ1D- = R - DPoP1D- E CI(T.,R n) and so on (cf. [12]). 
The following assertion provides a compact recursion formula for G~+I without using B~. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let a matr/x function sequence (4.2) be given such that Properties (i)-(iii) ha 
Definition 4.1 are satisfied. Let f~i E CI (Z, R n) be additional projector functions onto 
ImDP0. . .  P~-IQ~, i.e., f~ = f~i, Im~i = ImDP0. . .  Pi- iQi,  i > 1. 
Then it holds that 
j= l  j= l  / 
xD-~DPo. . .  Pi- lQi,  i > 1. 
(4.5) 
PROOF. First we compute 
i 
Bi = BoPo.. . Pi-, - ~-~ G~D-  (DPo . . . PjD-) '  DPo...  P~-I. 
j=l 
Taking into account he relations DPo.. .  Pi - lQi  = f~iDPo... Pi- lQi,  Im~i c ker DP0.-- P~D- 
we obtain 
G~D-  (DPo. .. P~D-)' DPo... P~-~Q~ = G~D-  (DPo... P~D-)' f~,DPo ... P~-~Q~ 
= -G~D-DPo. . .  P~D- f~DPo. . .  P~-IQi. 
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Further, for j = 1 , . . . , i  - 1, we find Imf / i  = ImDPo. . .P i - IQ iD-  C_ ImDPo. . .P i - ID -  C_ 
ImDP0- . .  P~D-, and hence, DP0 . . .  PjD-f~i = fll. 
This yields, for j = 1 . . . .  , i  - 1, 
GjD-  (DPo.. .  P jD- ) '  DPo.. .  P,-IQ, = G~D- (nPo. . .  P jD- ) '  n,DPo . . . P,-1Q,  
= G#D- (hPo.. .  P#D-n O' OPo.. .  P~_tQ~ 
- GjPo... P#D-f~DPo... P~-~Qi 
= G~ (I - Po ' "  P~)O-n~OPo... P~-IQ~. | 
THEOREM 4.4. II¢ the DAE (4.1) is regular with tractability index # and the subspaces Im DPo...  
Pi- lQi are time-invariant, hen 
Oi+l = Gi + BoPo"" P i - lQ i ,  i _> I, (4.6) 
is valid, and the local matrix pencil AA ( t ) D( t ) + B ( t ) is regular with Kronecker index p uniformly 
for a/l t E 2". 
PROOF. Representation (4.6) results from Lemma 4.3 if we choose time-invariant projector func- 
tions f/i, hence, f/~ = 0. 
From (4.6), taking into account that ro ~ ... _~ r~-i < m, r~ = m, we obtain the claimed 
properties of the pencil AG0(t) + Bo(t) by means of [18, Theorem 3]. | 
In [12] it is mentioned that the local matrix pencil of an index/~ DAE (4.1) becomes regular with 
Kronecker index p supposed that there is a sequence with time-invariant projectors DPo...  P~D-, 
i > 1. More generally, due to Theorem 4.4, if there is a sequence just with time-invariant 
intersections (kerDP0. . .  P iD- )N  ImDD- ,  then the DAE (4.1) has tractabil ity index/~ if the 
local matrix pencil is regular with Kronecker index/z uniformly on Z. 
It has been well known for a long time that the local matr ix pencil of a regular DAE may 
become singular (e.g., [1]). The following example confirms this once more. At the same 
time it makes clear that time-invariant subspaces ImDP1. . .  PiD-,  i = 1 , . . . , /~-  1 (instead 
of Im DP1.. .  Pi-1QiD-) do not necessarily lead to regular local matr ix pencils. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. (See [12].) The DAE (4.1) given by the coefficients 
(o :) (: :) (!!!) 1 0 1 , B( t )= A( t )= t , D( t )= 0 _ ' fEZ=R,  
(i !) (!00) (! It i) (! i) D(t ) -= , Qo(t)= 0 0 , G I= - , Q l ( t )= , 
0 0 0 t 
G2(t) = 1 - t , q2(t)  = t , Ga(t) = 1 - t , 
0 - t ( t - i )  1- - t  - t  
we find det Ga(t) = 1, ro -- 2, r l  = 2, r2 = 2, r3 = 3, 
(0 01) ' 
DPIP2D-  = O, DP IQ2D-  = DP ID- .  While Im(DPID-)(t) as well as Im(DPIP2D)(t) axe 
time-invariant, the subspace (DQID-)(t) definitely varies with time, but this causes the local 
matrix pencil to become singular. 
which reads in detail 
I 
x~ + x l  = ql, - - tx~ -{- x 3 = q2, - - tx2  + x3 = q3, 
is regular with index 3. However, det(AGo(t) + Bo(t)) = 0 for all t and A, i.e., the local matrix 
pencil is singular everywhere. With 
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5. NONLINEAR H IGHER- INDEX DAES 
In this section, we propose an index criterion for nonlinear DAEs (2.1). As basic data we shall 
use the original coefficients and their only first partial derivatives involved in Bo(y, x, t). The 
index notion shall cover Definitions 3.1 and 4.1 for nonlinear index-1 DAEs and linear higher-index 
DAEs, respectively. 
Again we consider the matrices 
ao(x,t), Bo(y,x,t), Gl(y,x,t)  (5.1) 
as well as the projectors Po(t), Qo(t), R(t) and the generalized inverse D(t)-  introduced in 
Section 2. 
As in Section 4 we determine a matrix function sequence pointwise, but now we have to consider 
the variables t, x, and y. This shall be done in such a way that the relations G~((Dx.)~(t), 
x.(t), t) = G.i(t), t • Z., i >_ 0, become true for the matrix function sequences corresponding to 
DAEs linearized along x. • CI(Z.). 
Let Ql(y,x,t)  • L(R'*) denote a projector onto kerGl(y,x,t) ,  Pl(y,x,t)  := I - Ql(y,x,t) ,  
y • R n, x e D, t • 2:. Then, assuming the product D(t)Pl(y,x,t)D(t) -  • L(R n) to be 
independent of y--we write (DPiD-)(x,  t)--we determine the next matrices 
Sl (x ' ,y ,x , t )  := Bo(y,x,t)Po(t) - Gl(y,x, t )D(t) -  { (DP1D-)x (x,t)x' (5.2) 
+ (DPID-)t  (x, t)} D(t)Po(t), 
G2(x',y,x,t) := Gl(y,x,t)  + Bl(x ' ,y ,x , t )Ql(y,x, t ) ,  (5.3) 
pointwise for x' E R m, y E R n, x • ~D, t E Z. 
Considering a linearization (2.12) along x. • C1(2.) we derive (cf. Section 3) Gl((Dx.)'(t), 
x.(t),t) = G.l(t), (DP1D-)(x.(t) ,t)  = (DP.1D-)(t), {(DP1D-)x(x.(t),t)x~.(t) + (DP1D-), . 
(x.(t),t)} = ~,(DP1D-)(x.(t),t)  = (DP.1D-)'(t), and thus, Bl(XP.(t),(Dx.)'(t),x.(t),t) = 
B.o(t)Po(t) - G.1 (t)D(t)- (DP.1D-)'(t)D(t)Po(t). 
The values x~.(t) and (Dx.)'(t) of the given function x. are somehow related. Namely, it holds 
that 
x~.(t) = D(t)- (y.(t) - D'(t)x.(t)) + z.(t), t • 2., (5.4) 
with y.(t) := R(t)(Dx.)'(t), z.(t) := Qo(t)x~.(t), t • Z.. Hence, the variables x' and y used in 
formulas (5.3) and (5.2) should not be chosen independent of each other. We reflect this fact by 
setting 
x' = D(t) -{y - D'(t)x} + z, y • ImD(t) ,  z • No(t) (5.5) 
below. 
Analogously as we have formed matrices (5.3) and (5.2) we determine the following ones for 
i>1:  
Gi+1(x',y,x,t) := Gi(x' ,y,x,t)  + Bi(x' ,y,x,t)Q~(x',y,x,t) ,  (5.6) 
with 
Bi(x' ,y,x,t)  :=B~_l(x' ,y,x,t)Pi- l (x' ,y,x,t)  
- Gi(x ' ,y,x,t)D(t) -  {(DP0- - -P iD- )x  (x,t)x' (5.7) 
+ (DPo.. .  P~D-), (x, t)} (DPo.. .  P,-1)(x, t), 
pointwise for x I E R rn, y E R n, x E :D, t E Z. By construction, it holds that rank Gi+ 1 (x ~, Y, x, t) _> 
rank Gi(x~,y,x,t). If G~(x~,y,x,t) is nonsingular, then the sequence becomes tationary, i.e., 
G~+k = Gi, k >_ 1. 
As we have seen in Example 3.5, points where Gl(y,x,t)  suffers from a rank drop indicate 
singularities for index-1 problems. Hence, the general index notion we want to realize is ex- 
pected to contain, e.g., a constant rank condition for GI(y, x, t). The next theorem confirms this 
conjecture. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let ~ × Z be connected. I f  all ]inearizations (2.12) along functions x .  • CI(IT.) 
with values in ~, iT. c_ iT are regular with common tractability index I~, then the matrix GI (y, x, t) 
has constant rank on ~ x iT. 
PROOF. Assume that GI(y, x, t) changes its rank, i.e., there are two points (Yi, xi, tl) • ~ x 2", 
Yi = R(ti)yi, i = 1,2, such that Gl(Yl,Xl,tl) and Gl(y2,xz, t2) have different rank. These two 
points can be connected by a continuous curve lying in ~ x Z. Moving from (y l ,x l , t l )  along 
the curve to (yz,xz,t2) one necessarily meets a point (yo,xo, to) E ~ x :[, Yo = R(to)Yo, in each 
neighbourhood f which there are further points (if, ~, t-) E ~ x Z, ff = R(t-)~2, with 
rank G1 (if, ~, t-) ~ rank Gx (Yo, xo, to). (5.8) 
Consider the interpolation polynomials x,(.) determined by the conditions 
=.( to )  = xo, 
x' . (to) = D( to ) -{yo  - D ' ( to )=o},  
=, (t-) =2,  
x'. (t-) = D (t-)- {~ - n '  (t-) 2}.  
Because of 
R(to)(Dx.) '(to) = Yo, R (t-) (Dx.) '  (t-) = fl, 
we have R(t) (Dx.) ' ( t )  • ~)y, x.(t)  • T)z, for t • 27., supposed that 27. C_ 27 is small enough and 
(if, ~, t-) is close to (Y0, x0, to), to, t" • 2:,. 
Since x.  • CI(Z.)  has values in g now, we are allowed to consider the linearization along x.. 
It holds that 
G,l ( t )  = G l (R( t ) (Dz , ) ' ( t ) ,x , ( t ) , t ) ,  t • Z.,  
and, in particular, 
a. l ( to)  = al(yO, xo, t0), a.1 (t-) = a l  (0, 2,t-). 
By Definition 4.1, the matrix function G.l(t)  does not change its rank, but this contradicts 
relation (5.8). 
In the consequence, those two points (Yl, xl, tl) and (Y2, x2, t2) we started with do not exist, 
that is, GI(y, x, t) has constant rank. | 
DEFINITION 5.2. The DAE (2.1) is regular with tractability index # on ~ x Z ff there is a matr/x 
function sequence (5.1)-(5.3), (5.6), (5.7) such that 
(i) rankGi (x ' ,y ,x , t )  = r~ for t E Z, x E Dx, y E Dy, z E No(t), and x' defined by (5.5), 
i>O,  
(ii) 
Q~(x ' ,y ,x , t )Q j (x ' ,y ,x , t )  = 0, for j = 0, . . .  , i - 1, (5.9) 
t e Z, x • l)~, y • T)y, z • No(t), and x' defined by (5.5), i >_ O, 
(iii) Qi is continuous, DPo . . .  P iD-  is continuously differentiable and does not depend on x' 
and y, i ~ 1, 
(iv) and ro ~_ rl ~_ . . .  <_ r~,_l < m, r~ = m. 
REMARK 5.3. As intended, Definition 5.2 covers Definition 3.1 as well as Definition 4.1 promptly. 
However, at this place it must be stressed that Condition (iii) on DPo. . .  P iD-  to be independent 
of y and x' is really a structural condition, which restricts the class of DAEs to be considered. 
Condition (iii) allows to show that the linearization along an arbitrary continuously differen- 
tiable function preserves the index (Theorem 5.4 below). 
If we drop the structural restriction, it may happen that a DAE linearized along a C 1 function 
fails to preserve regularity with tractability index/z because of the lack of smoothness. The way 
out is considering linearizations along smoother functions only, as it is done in [11]. 
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THEOREM 5.4. I f  the nonlinear DAE (2.1) is regular with tractability index ~t on G x Z, then, 
for each function x .  • CI ( I . )  with values in G, Z. c_ 2;, the linearization along x.  is regular with 
tractability index I~ as well as with the further characteristics r.i = r~, i > O. 
PROOF. The assertion is an immediate consequence of the above construction. | 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let the noa/inear DAE (2.1) be regular with tractability index # on ~i x 2;. 
Then, for each fixed c • Dz, supposed that there are intervals 2;c C_ I such that R(t)D'(t)c • T~y, 
t • 2;c, the linear DAEs 
A(c, t)(D(t)x(t)) '  + Bo(n(t)D'(t)c, c, t)x(t) = q(t), t • :£c (5.1o) 
are regular with tractability index # and uniform characteristics rci = ri, i > O. 
PROOF. The constant function x.(t) := c, t • 2;0, has values in G so that Theorem 5.4 applies. |
If 0 • :Dy and D'(t) = 0, one can choose Zc = 2; for each c • :D~. However, it may happen that 
0 ¢ :Dy, as we have seen in Example 2.1. 
In case of autonomous DAEs with 0 • :D r, regularity with tractability index # requires that 
the linear constant coefficient DAEs 
A(c)(Dx(t)) '  + Bo(O, c)x(t) = q(t) (5.11) 
are regular with tractability index/~, or, equivalently, that )tA(c)D + Bo(O, c) is a regular matrix 
pencil with Kronecker index/~, uniformly for all c • T~x. 
In the necessary condition for tractability with index # given by Corollary 5.5, the terms 
concerning the partial derivatives (DPo. . .  P~_ID-)x(x,t)  disappear due to x' = 0. Therefore, 
this criterion is much easier to realize in practice. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. The semiexplicit DAE 
X~ (t) -~- b 1 (x I (t), x 2 (t), t) : 0, 
b2(xl (t), x2(t), t) = 0 i5"12) 
fits into the form (2.1) with m = ml  -{- m2,  n = ml, 
A(x, t )  = (~)  , D(t) = (I 0), R(t) = I, 
The basic matrices 
adz ,  t )= o o ' 
/ Bll (x, t) 
Bo(y,x,t) = k B21(x,t ) 
B12i x, t) ) 
B22(x, t) ' 
B~k(x,t) := b~,~ (x,t) do not at all depend on y. We drop this argument. 
Compute 
Gl(X,t) = ( ~ B12(x,t) ~ 
B22 i x, t) ] '  
Nl(X,t)  = kerGl(X,t)  = {x • R "~ : zl + B12(x,t)z2 = O, B22(x,t)z2 = 0} = {z • R "~ : z2 = 
Q22(x, t)z2, Zl = -B21(x, t)Q22(x, t)z2}, where Q22i x, t) • L(R m2) denotes a projector of R "~2 
onto ker B22(z ,  t ) .  
With H := B12Q22(B12Q22)-, where (B12Q22)- is a generalized inverse of B12Q22, we deter- 
mine 
QI(X, t) = -Q22(x, t)(B12Q22)-i x, t) 
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to be a projector onto Nl(x, t) and to satisfy Q1 (x, t)Qo(t) = o. Then we derive DP1D- = H, 
a2(xt, x , t )= ( I  +P.l(x',x,t)H(x,t) B12(x,t)) 
B21(x, t )H(x, t )  B22(x,t) ' 
9.1(x',x,t) := Bll(x,t) + Hx(x,t)x' + Ht(x,t). 
The DAE (5.12) is well known to have index 1 on G × Z, G = •'* x :D~ if the block B22(x,t) 
or, equivalently, GI(x,  t) remains nonsingular for x c :D~, t E Z. 
Gl(x,t) has constant rank if B22(x,t) has. In the constant rank case, Q22(x,t) can be chosen 
to be continuous. 
If B12(x, t)Q22(x, t) has constant rank, the generalized inverse (B12(x, t)Q22(x, t))- and, hence, 
the projectors H(x, t) and Ql(x, t) can be chosen to be continuous. The only additional smooth- 
ness assumption is the assumption on H to be continuously differentiable. 
A careful inspection of G2(x', x, t) shows this matrix to be nonsingular if the block 
B22(x, t) + B21(x, t)B12(x, t)Q22(x, t) e L (i¢ m2) (5.13) 
is so or, equivalently, if the pencil AB22 (x, t)+B21 (x, t)B12 (x, t) is regular with Kronecker index 1. 
Note that this is independent of the choice of Q22. 
In the well-known special case of Hessenberg form size two DAEs one has B22 = 0, Q22 -- I ,  
H = B12B~2. The block (5.13) is simply the product B21(x,t)B12(x,t), whose nonsingularity 
is the well-known index-2 criterion for Hessenberg systems. Let us mention that B21 (x, t) has 
constant rank m2 then. 1 
REMARK 5.7. As in semiexplicit DAEs (cf. Example 5.6), in a large class of DAEs (2.1) the basic 
matrix Bo (y, x, t) = (A(x, t)y)x + bx (x, t) does not depend on y. Namely, if A(x, t) is independent 
of x, Bo simplifies to Bo(y,x,t) = bx(x,t), i.e., we may drop this argument. The variable x'  too 
disappears in certain classes of problems, as Examples 5.8 and 5.9 below indicate. 
EXAMPLE 5.8. Consider the DAE 
xi(t ) - x2(t) - ql(t) = 0, 
1 2 z l (t)  + ~xz(t) - q2(t) = 0, (5.14) 
x3(t) - q3(t) = 0, 
with m = 3, n -- 1, 
A= 
P0 = 0 , 
0 
D=(1  0 0), D- = , R= I, 
Go= 0 0 , Bo(x)= 0 . 
0 0 0 
Compute 
(!o 1°) (!°i) Gl (x )  = z3  , Q1 = o , 
0 1 0 
Q1Qo = o, DPID- = O, DQID-  = 1, _1 o) 
a2(z) = 0 x3  , 
0 1 
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detG2(x) -- 1. 
R x R 3. 
EXAMPLE 5.9.  
This characterizes the DAE (5.14) to have tractability index 2 on ~ x 2", G = 
| 
For the special DAE in Hessenberg form 
x i ( t )  - ,~x l ( t )  - qx(t) = o, 
x~2(t) xa(t) _ q2(t) = 0, 
~(t )  
zl(t) 2 + x2(t) 2 - 1 = O, 
(5.15) 
with m - 3, n = 2, 2" = R, a E R being a constant, :D = {x E R 3 : x2 > 0}, 
(ii) /lo °o) (ii) A= D= 0 D-= ' 1 ' ' 
( !  0 i ) ( 1001 ) (~ 0 X3 Po = 1 , R = , Bo(x) = x 2 
0 2Xl 2x2 
0) 
1 
X2 ' 
0 
one obtains o) 
Gl(x)= 1 1 
X2 
0 0 
:(°o 
(00!) 
Ql(x)= 0 1 
0 1 
X2 
o 1( ,o (10 00) 
Ql(x)Qo = o, (!oo 
x3 1 
G2(x) = 1~ z~ z2 
2x2 0 
det a2 (x) = 2. 
The DAE (5.15) has tractability index 2 on G x Z, G = R 2 x 7). 
In Examples 5.8 and 5.9 the subspaces Im DQ1 are just constant. Further, the local matrix 
pencils AGo + Bo(x) are regular with Kronecker index 2. A similar situation results in a more 
general context too, as we will see below. Special information on the problem structure may 
simplify the matrix function sequence ssentially. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let a matrix function sequence (5.1)-(5.3), (5.6), (5.7) be given on ~ x Z such 
that Properties (i)-(iii) of Definition 5.2 are valid. Let ~i E CI(T)x x I ,  R ~) be an additional 
projector function that pointwise projects R '~ onto Im DPo. . .  Pi- lQi,  i >_ 1. Then it holds for 
i >_ 1 that 
G~+t = G~ + BoPo "" Pi-IQ~ + GjPo""  Pj - Gj (5.16) 
j= l  
xD-  {flixx' + flit} DPo""  Pi- IQ,. 
PROOF. We apply the same arguments as used in Lemma 4.3 and take into account he rule 
(DPo.. .  P~D-fl~), (x, t)x' = (DPo.. .  P~D-)~ (x, t)xtfl~Cx, t)
+ (DPo . . .P ,D- )  (x,t)~,x(x,t)x' .  | 
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COROLLARY 5.11. I f  the projectors ~i in Lemma 5.10 satisfy the condition 
~,(x , t )  = ~, (Po( t )x , t ) ,  x E ~)=, t e Z, i > 1, (5.17) 
i.e., ff the suhspaces Im DPo . . . P i - lQ i ,  i >_ 1, do not depend on the nullspace component Qo(t)x, 
then it holds that 
G~+~(x', y, x, t) - Gi+dPo(t)x',  y, x, t) 
=- G,+l (D( t ) -  {y - D'(t)x}, y, x, t ) .  
PROOF. Condition (5.17) implies ~=(x,t)  = f~=(Po(t)x,t) = fl~=(Po(t)x,t)Po(t), and hence 
~=(x,  t) = ~i=(x, t)Po(t), i.e., whenever x' occurs in (5.16), the projector Po(t) will be in front 
of it. Considering formula (5.5) gives Po(t)x' = D( t ) -{y -  D'(t)x} and we are done. | 
Corollary 5.11 allows to verify the assertion of Theorem 5.4 to be true for all x. E C~)(2".) 
instead of x. E C1(2-.). 
THEOREM 5.12. I f  the DAE (2.1) has tractability index ft on G x 2" and if the subspaces 
ImD(t ) , Im(DPo. . .P i _ lQ i ) (x , t ) ,  i > 1, do not at all depend on x and t, then the matrix 
function sequence simplifies to 
V,+l(O,y,z , t )  = C,(O,y ,=,t )  + Bo(y ,=, t ) (PoV,_ lQ , ) (=, t )  (5.18) 
and the local matrix pencil 
AG0(x, t) + Bo(y, x, t) (5.19) 
is regular with Kronecker index # for (y, x, t) E ~ x Z. 
PROOF. This assertion is a consequence of Lemma 5.10. Since there are constant projectors fIi, 
the term {f~ixx ~ + f~it} vanishes identically so that the simpler matrix functions (5.18) result. 
Then, by [18, Theorem 3], the matrix pencil (5.19) is regular with Kronecker index ft. | 
6. F INAL  REMARKS 
The index notion for nonlinear DAEs with properly stated leading terms introduced here allows 
for index criteria for equations with low smoothness. We do not form any higher partial derivatives 
of the coefficients. Only the projectors that sequentially partition the subspace Im D(t) have to 
be continuously differentiable. Several constant rank conditions play an essential role here. If 
they are violated, singularities will have to be expected. 
The paper does not aim at providing solvability statements. In case of linear differential 
equations, canonical projectors [7,19] seem to be helpful for describing the precise necessary 
smoothness requirements for solvability. 
A first numerical algorithm realizing an index monitoring for linear DAEs and, via lineariza- 
tion, for nonlinear DAEs, is suggested in [17]. This algorithm is based on linear algebra tools 
(e.g., [14]). For special applications it is hoped to make use of special structural properties as, 
e.g., constant subspaces and to combine graph-theoretical determinations with numerical calcu- 
lations. In particular, completing the index monitor discussed in [6] by an appropriate index 3 
criterion has been put on the agenda. 
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